Memo
To:
From:
Subject:

Lodi Plan Commission
Stephen Tremlett, AICP, Zoning Administrator
General Development Plan Approval for Top of Lodi Business Center Planned Unit
Development for 103 Pleasant Street

Date:

January 4, 2021

Request
Top of Lodi LLC is requesting the City rezone parcels 11246‐321 and 11246‐322, collectively 103 Pleasant Street
(former Lodi Primary School), from R‐1 Single Family to Planned Unit Development (PUD) in order to reuse the
existing buildings for multi‐tenant commercial businesses with the option of residential units. The applicant is
submitting only a General Development Plan (GDP), removing the request for Specific Implementation Plan (SIP)
approval.
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Background
Top of Lodi, LLC submitted a rezone and CSM request in early 2019. At the February 12, 2019 Plan Commission
meeting, a recommendation to approve the rezone from R‐1 to C‐3 passed 5‐0 for parcels 321 and 322 and passed
3‐2 for parcel 323 (not included in the current application). At this same meeting, the Plan Commission
recommended amending the City’s Comprehensive Plan to change the future land use designation of the subject
parcels from Institutional to Neighborhood Mixed Use. At the March 5, 2019 Common Council meeting, the motion
to approve rezoning the three parcels failed. The motion to approve the Comprehensive Plan amendment was
approved by the Council.
At the May 21, 2019 Council meeting, the CSM to combine Parcels 321 and 322 was approved (6‐0), while the rezone
to C‐3 failed at the July 23, 2019 Council meeting. Top of Lodi, LLC did not record the CSM with the County, so the
former school property (103 Pleasant Street) remains as two separate parcels.
At the July 14, 2020 Plan Commission meeting, a public hearing was held with Plan Commission tabling action on the
item for up to six months. The applicant requested and was denied a three month extension at the December 12th,
2020 Plan Commission meeting. Due to the lapse in time since the last public hearing, no official action was taken
on the application at the December meeting.
Since the December 2020 meeting, the applicant has removed the SIP request and modified the document to take
into considerations comments and feedback provided at both the July 2020 and December 2020 meetings. The new
document (dated 12‐29‐2020) will be evaluated based on the parameters of a General Development Plan request.

Applicable Zoning & Development Code Regulations
Per Section 340‐44(1), the General Development Plan (GDP) is the initial phase in the submittal and approval for a
rezone to Planned Unit Development. The GDP establishes the land uses, the permissible densities, general land
plan, the layout of public and private roads, the general landscape treatment, general grading/drainage plan, and
a description of planned phasing.


Approval of the GDP provides an interim zoning designation of PUD‐GDP, and does not allow for actual
development or building permits until the PUD‐SIP has been approved. The applicant is required to bring
forward a SIP within a year of GDP approval.



The future SIP submittal will provide construction‐level plans (building/elevations, landscape, etc.) not
required at the GDP stage. The future SIP will be reviewed at Plan Commission and Council, but will not
require a public hearing. This future SIP review will be how the plans do (or do not) substantially comply
the approved PUD‐GDP. If the SIP is not in compliance (with the approved GDP), an amendment to the GDP
may be required (inclusive of a public hearing).



If substantial development progress had not occurred within one year of PUD‐SIP approval, the Council,
following a Plan Commission recommendation, may revoke the PUD‐GDP and PUD‐SIP approval and revert
the site zoning to its previous zoning district classification.

Per Section 340‐46(C), this staff report reviews the proposal and makes recommendations to approve, approve with
conditions, or deny the proposal, focusing specifically on how the plan would or would not be in the public interest.
The following items are required to be reviewed:
(1) The extent to which the plan departs from zoning and subdivision regulations otherwise applicable to the
subject property, including but not limited to density, bulk, and use, and the reasons why such departures are or
are not deemed to be in the public interest.
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A. Building Plans and Standards. The existing building and proposed reuse of the building closely aligns with the
C‐3 Central Business Fringe Zoning District. The building setbacks and height restrictions will follow C‐3 zoning
standards, with the exception of a portion of the building that is less than the required 20‐foot front yard setback.
Because of this existing nonconformity, Top of Lodi, LLC will not be able to encroach further into the front yard
setback should a future proposal request expansion or a new structure.
The proposed character images and rendering of the south facade (shown below) have the potential to refresh
the outside of the building away from the previous institutional use. Per the GDP, the final design will be
presented with the SIP submittal. The current evaluation should be on if the proposed character images and
rendering will negatively impact the neighborhood. I conclude there are elements in these images that can
improve the current institutional look with the understanding the final design will be reviewed as a part of the
future SIP submittal.

Other Potential Character Images for South façade improvements

B. Permitted Uses. The applicant has reduced the permitted uses (as compared to what is allowed under C‐3) to
respond to the interests and concerns of the adjacent neighborhood, specifically removing ‘Convenience Store’
and ‘Personal Services’. There are two uses that did not receive strong support in the neighborhood survey, but
are listed as permitted uses in the GDP/SIP document: ‘Restaurants’ (supported by 21% of survey respondents)
and ‘Repair Shops’ (supported by 11%). A restaurant could make the site marketable for other users and could
take advantage of the existing kitchen in the building but could also bring traffic to the site during peak hours.
Size and location of the restaurant in the building could impact the extent of the potential conflict (if any) with
the neighborhood. The repair shop (i.e., misc. repair of household items and small business equipment) use
should have limited impact to the neighborhood with the added conditions to restrict exterior storage and to not
allow repair outside of the building structure.
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There is one modification to the permitted uses list: Multiple Family Residences (note: C‐3 includes residential
above the street level). While this change allows for potentially more units, the applicant has identified a
maximum density range of 14 units / acre (matches maximum in ‘high‐density residential district’ in the adopted
Comprehensive Plan). I support allowing the owners to place residential units in the building in areas that will
best utilize the existing structure and that will be marketable to the target renters (i.e., market‐rate and/or
seniors). For instance, renters may be willing to pay more for the unit if it is closer to designated parking, has
nice views (off the back, for instance), and (potentially) includes separation from the commercial leasers. Top of
Lodi is currently pursuing commercial leasers only, but should the applicant propose residential units the SIP will
be required to further detail how the residential units will work within the business center. Considerations will
be, but are not limited to, unit accessibility, unit sizing, parking needs and recreational requirement/needs.
C.

Parking. The current parking provides 40 spaces, including two disabled parking spaces. On‐street parking on
the north side of Pleasant Street could support 13 vehicles (excludes prohibited parking areas and areas not
within 125 feet from HWY 113). The City’s parking ordinance requires one space per 200‐300 net (leasable)
square feet. It is assumed that 30% of the 60,000 square foot building is unleasable (e.g., hallways, maintenance
areas, storage, etc.), so at full commercial buildout it would require between 140‐210 spaces (depending on the
individual users in the building). The applicant has agreed to rework the existing paved areas to provide a total
of 110 parking spaces, inclusive of 5 disabled parking spaces, when the building has been 50% leased or if there
is a valid parking issue in the adjacent neighborhood (new parking layout shown below). The 13 parking spaces
on the north side of Pleasant Street can provide a cushion prior to and after reconfiguring the parking lot.
The applicant is requesting
between
a
12%‐41%
reduction in parking spaces
(as compared to City
ordinance), depending on the
actual users of the building.
The GDP/SIP document
states that the property
owner will work with the City
to implement strategies to
mitigate any future parking
issues, including considering
additional parking on site.
There are other areas that
could support additional
parking on Parcels 321 and
322, and potentially on
Parcel 323, should it be
needed.
Top of Lodi, LLC is also requesting an additional driveway between the two existing access points (see the red
diamond symbol on the parking layout). This would improve functionality by providing two entry/exit points to
the larger parking lot and better flow for vehicles using the driveway to the rear of the building (e.g,
garbage/recycling trucks).
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D. Landscaping. The applicant plans to maintain the existing landscaping; however, the future expansion of the
parking lot would typically require additional landscaping. Per the City’s zoning ordinance, 10% of parking areas
are to be landscaped, including one tree planted per 16 parking spaces. The future parking area will cover
approximately 46,500 square feet with currently 4,200 square feet landscaped (9.0% of the area). The applicant
will remove excess pavement along Pleasant Street to provide a landscape buffer in front of the parking. This
five foot landscaping area (380 square feet in total), pushes the landscape area up to 9.9%. The property owner
will plant three trees (min. 2.5” caliper) in the landscape buffer along Pleasant Street to meet the City
requirement of 7 trees (per 110 parking spaces). This landscape buffer and the trees will be planted by July 1,
2022. The South façade images and narrative suggest additional landscaping and fencing improvements along
the building frontage and walkway, which will add to the overall street frontage.
E.

Exterior Lighting. Currently there are only a couple of parking lot light fixtures. Top of Lodi, LLC would like the
option to include up to eight lights with up to 15‐foot poles that will be dark‐sky compliant and include energy
saving measures (solar panels and dimming during inactivity). Per the GDP, the final locations and light
specifications will submitted with the SIP application.

F.

Exterior Signage. Currently there is a “Top of Lodi” wall sign (approximately 12 SF) along the front façade, a
small freestanding sign at the base of the stairs at S. Main / Columbus intersection (to be removed), and
remnants of the freestanding sign at the base of the stairs at Pleasant / Corner intersection (to be removed). The
proposed signage plan includes ‐ Sign #1: freestanding “Top
of Lodi” sign (up to 24 SF); Sign #2: freestanding Business
Directory sign (up to 42 SF); Sign #3: freestanding “Top of
Lodi” sign (up to 24 SF); Signs #4 and #5: freestanding
wayfinding signs (up to 4 SF).
In total, Top of Lodi, LLC is requesting up to 110 SF of
signage (includes existing wall sign). The signage ordinance
restricts PUDs/Residential Districts to 48 SF in total
permanent signage, no sign greater than 24 SF, no sign taller
than 8 feet, and a maximum of 2 permanent signs.
As a part of a PUD, exemptions can be granted if reasonable
and necessary under special circumstance as long as the
exemption does not violate the intent of the sign provisions.
The size of the development and lack of visibility and access
from HWY 113 can be considered special circumstances. The
proposed signage near the residential neighborhood is
designed to be less than 8 feet in overall height and will not
exceed 24 SF in sign area, meeting the City standards.

(2) The manner in which the plan does or does not make adequate provision for public services, drainage, traffic,
and recreational amenities.



Public Services/Drainage. No site development (beyond reuse) is planned, so no changes are being
requested.
Traffic. From a traffic standpoint, until actual users are identified, it is hard to determine impacts. From an
overall trip standpoint, it’s plausible that impacts would be similar, or reduced from that of the school
traffic. One impact that would likely occur regardless of future tenants would be the time of day of impacts.
A few things to consider, per consultation with MSA traffic engineer, as follows:
o The school would have had a very heavy 15‐30 minute window of traffic in both the AM and PM
peak for drop off and pick up. However, while the AM peak overlaps with a traditional traffic peak,
the PM peak would have coincided with the end of the school day, which traditionally is sooner
than a normal PM peak.
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Depending on future user type, traffic may now follow a more traditional pattern (7‐9am, 4‐6pm)
and/or be spread out more throughout the day. Normal office and residential type land uses
typically have traditional peak hours. Restaurants have hours highly specific to food type and
clubs/associations/studios may focus more on evening events after the PM peak.
o In addition, those heavy school peaks involved traffic both entering and leaving the neighborhood
in the same window, which may have caused unique issues for the local neighbor. If the new
building is office space, that would generate traffic in the opposite direction as the neighborhood
(i.e. entering the neighborhood for work when the neighborhood is leaving in the morning and vice
versa in the evening); therefore, potentially reducing or altering conflict points.
Recreational Amenities. Current plans are to include only commercial users, so recreational amenities are
not required. There are existing paths and stairs that allow for passive walking on the site. Top of Lodi will
be removing the playground equipment on the 103 Pleasant Street property (behind the existing building)
due to liability issues. Should the future SIP (or amended SIP) include residential units, recreational
amenities will be required at that time.
o



(3) The nature and extent of open space, the reliability and sufficiency of the proposal for maintenance and
conservation of the common open space, and the adequacy or inadequacy of the amount and function of the open
space in terms of the densities proposed in the plan.
Top of Lodi will maintain the grounds, including the retaining walls, in their current state. In total, the two properties
provide 35% open space (excludes building and paved areas) – 1.61 acres of the 4.61‐acre PUD area. Top of Lodi, LLC
noted efforts this past spring to remove brush and problematic trees from the terrace overlooking HWY 113. Further
intentions are to maintain the existing open space areas with grass type ground cover on slope facing HWY 113,
maintain trees throughout and remove ‘volunteer’ (over)growth.
(4) The relationship, beneficial or adverse, of the planned development project upon the neighborhood in which
it is proposed to be established.
Beneficial
 The GDP/SIP document tailors most of its restrictions based on the City’s C‐3 zoning district. The site
generally meets the intent of the C‐3 district, which is “to provide for a district that recognizes the unique
characteristics of the transitional commercial area adjacent to the downtown core area…” The site is
adjacent to the downtown area and parcel 321 is adjacent to property zoned C‐2 Central Business Core,
across Corner Street. Parcel 321 is also adjacent to a commercial business (303 South Main Street).
 The location and topography of the site aid in limiting impacts to adjacent uses even if specific users/tenants
are not known at this time. Existing residential uses on Columbus Street are at a lower elevation than the
subject parcels and are buffered by substantial landscaping along the hillside. Adjacent uses on Pleasant
Street include First Lutheran Church (currently vacant and for sale) and two residential homes.
 As explained above, the potential uses, per the GDP, are likely to have less of a traffic impact, particularly
during morning and afternoon peak commuting times, than the former school.
 The proposed Lot 1 meets the minimum lot size and lot width requirements of the C‐3 district. In addition,
the existing building meets all of the setback requirements of the C‐3 zoning district, except that a portion
of the building does not meet the front yard setback of 20 feet, but this is also true of the current R‐1 zoning.
This makes the building a legal non‐conforming building relative to the front setback, which does not prevent
the rezoning, reuse, or the rehabilitation of the interior of the building. The GDP/SIP document notes this
existing non‐conformity and reinforces that the building will not encroach further into the setback.
 It is desirable for the City and neighborhood not to have the building remain vacant or fall into greater
disrepair from lack of use or upkeep.
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(Potentially) Adverse
 At this time no specific users or tenants have been identified. While this is not necessary as a condition of
approval, the lack of an identified user can be disconcerting to some people. It is not uncommon for
municipalities to establish the zoning of a property before a specific user is identified. The current and
future processes will look to mitigate this concern, as follows:
o This GDP reduces the list of permitted uses, as compared to the base C‐3 zoning district, based on
feedback from the neighborhood (excepting limited interest in ‘Restaurants’ and ‘Appliance
Repair’).
o The future SIP will provide (some) clarity on users for the building, including final plans for exterior
improvements. The addition of specific users to the SIP submittal will allow better understanding
of potential traffic impacts. See recommended condition of approval for greater confidence on
traffic impact.
o Building permits cannot be issued until the SIP submitted and approved.
o The building permits (after SIP approval) will also provide an opportunity to confirm any proposed
plans are consistent with City codes.
(5) In the case of a plan that proposes development over a period of years, the sufficiency of the terms and
conditions proposed to protect and maintain the integrity of the plan.
Top of Lodi, LLC plans to ramp up marketing after receiving GDP approval with intentions to seek SIP approvals in the
Spring (inclusive of potential tenants). Their hope is to have their first tenants in the space this Fall, which will reduce
the current risk of vandalism while the building sits empty. The GDP document details plans to add a landscape buffer
in front of parking along Pleasant Street by July 1, 2022, and future reconfiguration of existing paved areas to provide
the necessary parking at the time the building is 50% leased (or there is a valid parking concern in the neighborhood).
Since the applicant is looking to reuse the building, the timeframe to occupancy is deemed adequate and the plans
for parking are sufficient to deal with the unknown parking demand (with no planned users). The GDP provides other
assurances including final designs/specs via the SIP submittal, sign permits prior to installing signage, and building
permits for any building modifications (after SIP approval).
(6) In built‐up areas, the suitability of the proposed structures in relation to existing structures to remain and
anticipated future development of the area.
Top of Lodi, LLC is planning to reuse the existing building and paved areas, meaning no physical changes to the
neighborhood. The proposed façade improvements of the primary South façade will/could change the character on
the street; however, feedback received at Plan Commission (inclusive of the public hearing) suggest there is interest
in changes the South‐facing (front) façade. Any future expansion, new structures and/or land division/sale will
require a GDP amendment. This safeguards the City and neighborhood, as the applicant will need to go through this
same process.
(7) Conformity with the City of Lodi Comprehensive Plan.
The proposed rezone is consistent with the Neighborhood Mixed‐Use future land use designation of the City’s
Comprehensive Plan, which states:


“Neighborhood Mixed Use (NMU) areas are intended to provide a unique mix of neighborhood commercial,
medium to higher density residential, institutional and park uses. Areas identified as NMU often serve as a
buffer between residential neighborhoods and higher intensity commercial, industrial, or transportation
areas. These parcels usually are located along or adjacent to a local arterial or collector street. The purpose
of the NMU category is to provide flexibility in determining the most appropriate mix of complementary land
uses in close proximity to single family neighborhoods...”
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Recommendation
In summary, the Top of Lodi Business Center PUD‐GDP plans to improve the primary façade, improve the paved
areas (for parking), add some landscaping, fill the building based on a reduced C‐3 uses per feedback from the
neighborhood, while meeting the City’s Adopted Comp Plan and City standards, except for a request for:




an increase to 110 SF total signage (vs. 48 SF in PUD),
a total of 4 permanent business signs (vs. 2 in PUD), and
a potential 12%‐40% reduction in off‐street parking (dependent on final users). The GDP states the
developer will work with the City to implement parking strategies, including adding parking, should the
actual parking demand exceed the supplied off‐street parking spaces.

Traffic has been discussed as a potential concern in previous meetings. Since there are no identified users for the
building, this cannot be fully vetted during this GDP phase. This is something that should be reviewed further during
the SIP process.
Thus, the Zoning Administrator recommends conditional approval of a General Development Plan (GDP) to create
the Top of Lodi Business Center Planned Unit Development (PUD) District on approximately 4.65 acres north of
Pleasant Street and east of Corner Street, subject to the following terms and conditions:
1.

Prior to submittal of any SIP, a revised GDP addressing the conditions of approval contained herein shall be
submitted to the Zoning Administrator for review and approval.
a.

Traffic language to be included: “At this time the building has no permanent users. The developer
intends to have portions (if not all) of the building leased at the time of the SIP submittal. The following
analyses will be provided as a part of the SIP submittal to verify that the uses will not adversely impact
traffic conditions at Pleasant Street and WIS 60 or at Pleasant Street and WIS 113.
i.

Trip Generation Analysis (REQUIRED)
Develop a trip generation estimate based on a “best approximation” of possible land uses and
compare this trip generation to the past primary school generation values as follows:


The rate for the primary school will be based on an AM Peak of 450 vehicles (260
Inbound, 190 Outbound) and PM Peak of 210 vehicles (95 Inbound, 115 Outbound).
These rates were generated from traffic counts collected at Lodi Elementary School in
2017 and are assumed to be representative of the former primary school as both are
located in the same community and heavily dependent on drop off and pick up times.

For leasable space with no current leases, the traffic engineer will work with the City and
developer to determine a list of options and choose businesses that conservatively represent
future traffic. Traffic engineer will consider impacts based on typical peak hours for the
proposed land uses. Traffic engineer will provide a memo based on the anticipated trip
generation. This memo should both compare the total peak hour rates as well as Inbound and
Outbound values and address how the peak hours and overall traffic impacts are anticipated
to change based on the chosen land uses.
ii.

Traffic Impact Analysis (POTENTIAL, dependent on results from the above step)
At the City’s discretion (based on the Trip Generation Analysis), a full Traffic Impact Analysis
(TIA) may be required covering the following information:
1.

Existing traffic counts at both the intersection of Pleasant & STH 113 and Pleasant &
STH 60. If COVID‐19 is still a health risk, volumes would need to be adjusted to reflect
the difference in vehicles due to impacts from Covid‐19. The adjusted rate value will
need to be approved by the City prior to moving forward with the analysis.
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2.
3.

4.
5.

Review of trip distribution from the site.
Analysis of existing conditions (based on the primary school values from the Trip
Generation Analysis added to the traffic counts). This includes existing Level of
Service (LOS) values.
Review of proposed traffic impacts at both count intersections, including LOS.
Summary of conclusions and recommendations, which could include, but are not
limited to, development size restrictions and/or possible geometric improvements.”

Sincerely,

Stephen Tremlett, AICP
Lodi Zoning Administrator

Enc:




Top of Lodi Planned Unit Development Application
General Development Plan
Neighborhood Survey Results
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Lanette Mayberry
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Kathy Gordon <gordonkat5@gmail.com>
Monday, January 11, 2021 9:09 AM
Ann Groves Lloyd; Rich Stevenson; Nick Strasser; Peter Tonn; Stephen Tremlett; Ken
Detmer; tedshirleylee@gmail.com
goethel@gmail.com; Susan Goethel; tiffanydaniels@yahoo.com
Jan. Plan Commission top of Lodi

Hello Commission Members,
Please consider this as my input for the meeting on Tues., Jan 12, 2021 as I am unable to attend, and share with any
members whose email I don't have.
After reviewing the latest PUD Rezoning Application by Top of Lodi, there still remains a level of unrest and even
skepticism regarding these plans as they have changed only slightly from those of July 2020. To call them "plans" would
be elementary. There really isn't any substance to put a neighbor at ease as to what/how that building will be used, or
for any real improvements to it, regardless of Covid. (what improvements has he made to make the building safe for
weekend athletic events during a pandemic?)
In 4a of the PUD it states: ..."should the developer propose another structure through a GDP amendment."
Another structure? Really? The church is for sale - that's 2 structures in the neighborhood that are vacant. What's the
plan for more? This leaves the door open for further development that may not make living in this neighborhood very
pleasing.
It goes on to say: “Routine maintenance will continue as needed. Future building additions, new structures
and/or sale/division of land within the GDP boundary will require GDP amendment. The playground equipment
in the north portion of lot 321 will be removed.”
This whole part is problematic. “Routine maintenance” has been accurately described by other neighbors as
“ugly”. Future building, new structures, sale/division??? Those words make a neighbor extremely nervous as to
who knows what could go there, given that there has been no aesthetic improvement to the property. And it’s
been stated by community members that there is no playground on this end of town!
The proposed signage isn't attractive or inviting. It's more like something that would be seen in an industrial
park. Lodi's industrial park signs are more attractive.
It's understood that COVID has interrupted plans, but improvements can be made regardless. It still feels as though the
neighborhood isn't being taken seriously by an owner who is really a landlord.
Thank you for your time and service to this community.
Please be safe.
Kathy Gordon
508 Woodlawn Ave.

1

Lanette Mayberry
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Stephen Tremlett <stremlett@msa-ps.com>
Monday, January 11, 2021 10:22 AM
Ken Detmer
Ann Groves Lloyd
RE: Top of Lodi Proposal

Ken,
Since we may have new people attending this public hearing my plan is go through the majority of the staff memo. I can
make note of the changes, which really can be summarized in the following:
-

Removed the Specific Implementation Plan (SIP). This is the most drastic change because it removes the
applicant’s ability to fill the space with uses in the General Development Plan (GDP) and the City will not issue a
building permit without the SIP approval. The property is an interim zoning district that only allows the
permitted uses in the current zoning (R-1). The GDP document only needs to setup the zoning restrictions
(permitted uses, setbacks, parking standards, sign standards, etc.), meaning final plans for improvements are
not required. In order to fill the space with the uses identified in the GDP, or modify the building, requires a SIP
submittal with more details to be reviewed by Plan Commission and Council during the SIP process. This has to
be done within a year of the GDP approval (if approved), or it reverts back to R-1 zoning.

-

Renderings and Character Images provided (Section 3, 4a, 4d). The GDP includes new images demonstrating
potential improvements to the site (i.e., landscaping/decorative railing) and building (i.e., South façade
redesign). GDP only requires the applicant to show the character/theme of the development. The SIP submittal
is required to show construction level plans (not the GDP).

-

Revised the Development Schedule (Section 3) accordingly to delayed action by Plan Commission and removal
of the SIP application.

-

Removed detailed lighting locations and fixture specifications. This is not required for a GDP submittal. It will
be required for the SIP submittal.

The answer on the question of pro forma is you can absolutely not require this off a rezone request. If the applicant is
requesting financial public assistance, this information will likely be requested, but the applicant is not. The review of
this GDP application should be reviewed solely on the GDP requirements under Section 340-46(C), which my memo
outlines. I want to stress that the removal of the SIP applications limits our discussion to the merits of the zoning
regulations identified in the GDP document.
Let me know if you need further clarifications.
Thanks!
Steve (Lodi Zoning Admin)

From: Ken Detmer <kennyjo4score@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 7:47 AM
To: Stephen Tremlett <stremlett@msa-ps.com>
Cc: 'Ann Groves Lloyd' <agroveslloyd@cityoflodi.us>
Subject: FW: Top of Lodi Proposal
1

Steve,
I highlighted Mike Goethel’s request below.
I have the same question to ask of you on Tuesday.
A few lines below that, Mike also mentions a request for a pro forma P&L. Have any other communities that
MSA works with made this a part of the planning process?
Thanks in advance
Ken Detmer
From: Mike Goethel <goethel@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 10, 2021 9:17 PM
To: Ann Groves Lloyd <agroveslloyd@cityoflodi.us>; Rich Stevenson <rstevenson@cityoflodi.us>; Ken Detmer
<kennyjo4score@gmail.com>; Peter Tonn <ptonn@cityoflodi.us>; nstrasser@cityoflodi.us
Subject: Top of Lodi Proposal - Vote NO
Good evening, please share this email with other members of the Plan Commission. Unfortunately not all emails are
available on the City of Lodi website.
First, I'm going to start with a request for a 100% NO vote from the Plan Commission regarding the new proposal from
Top of Lodi LLC. I continue to be surprised that some members of the Commission vote in the affirmative for any and all
requests from Top of Lodi, LLC. No matter your intentions, we in the community are dismayed in what appears to be a
lack of understanding of what's important for this historic parcel and adjoining neighborhoods.
Second, a statement: Duane and Jim acquired the Top of Lodi property with known risks. They have mostly ignored a
very important group of stakeholders, the neighbors, in pursuit of their primary goal to get the property rezoned. We
neighbors harbor no ill will, we just know that their ultimate goal is to sell the property, and that they will not invest
appropriately in the building and grounds in the interim.
Third, I have some questions pertaining to the Top of Lodi LLC proposal that will be discussed at the Plan Commission
meeting on Tuesday, January 12.







Will Stephen Tremlett or Commission members provide a summary of changes in the current application vs. the
application that was tabled in July 2020 during the Public Hearing? Will Stephen and/or Commission members
also discuss the implications of those changes? I doubt many from the community have the time to review
multiple iterations of a 20+ page proposal prior to the hearing.
Which Commission members have toured the following:
o Top of Lodi LLC
o Duane Steinhauer's warehouse property in Mt. Horeb?
o Duane Steinhauer's office building in Madison?
When discussing the Top of Lodi application (agenda item #8), will Commission members speak specifically to
the aforementioned changes in the current application that will influence their vote?
Have you requested that Top of Lodi LLC provide a pro forma profit & loss statement substantiating their ability
to make investments in the property/buildings as proposed in the current application? My assumption is that
the p/l would need to assume different levels of occupancy.

The owners of Top of Lodi LLC have stated they are "RECYCLERS" not developers. Please do not underestimate this
distinction, this is how Duane and Jim define who they are and what they do. If you have had a chance to tour their
2

existing properties, I believe you will see what that business model produces: more junk, more barrels, more dumpsters,
more broken windows, and buildings showing increased signs of neglect. Contrary to the four-color images, and pages of
"proposed plans" in the newest proposal, the letter below doubles down on the RECYCLER business model. To
paraphrase a Commission member's comment to Duane, "your business model is certainly a valid business model,
however it probably doesn't fit what we're looking for". The buy & hold (with minimal investment) strategy until
eventual sale doesn't work here in Lodi.
My hypothesis: the letter (below) from Jim Duffy is the plan you’re voting on. Duane and Jim are nothing if consistent.
They have disdain for you, the process, and the community in general. Duane calling the property a cancer at the
neighborhood meeting in August, and stating that they owe nothing to this fair city, provides ample support for my
supposition. Again, I’m asking you to VOTE NO on the request from Top of Lodi, LLC.

Thank you,
Mike
Mike Goethel
227 Palmer Parkway, Lodi WI
608.219.1934

3

Plan Commission Members,
On January 12th we are asking for your approval of our General Development Plan.
Changes have been made to this plan that we think give the city a set of checks
and balances that will allow us to move forward. ( Please see attached email) At this
time I have not received a response.
For us, This process has become a battle of the business plans. We are being asked
by the city to heavily invest in the property and hope and pray that the businesses,
tenants or revenue source is found to cover the investment. I have looked into this
approach in investing in this property. I have considered TIF and consulted with others
who have renovated similar properties in other cities. I have concluded that this is
not a sound business strategy. Our approach from the start has been to attract
businesses or the end user to the property and make targeted investments to
fit that use. That continues to be our business model and we will not be changing it.
We are currently permitted to use our building for educational purposes. We enjoy
working with the coaches and observing the youth of Lodi and the surrounding area
improve themselves.
Regardless of the Plan Commissions decision, we will continue to offer our building
at a reasonable rate for these uses as long as we can. We will also continue to be
a good neighbor and help out where we can.
Please reply with any comments or questions.
Thank you,
James Duffy
Top of Lodi

City of Lodi, WI
Planned Unit Development –
General Development Plan
for

Top of Lodi Business Center
Statement of Owner’s Intent and Description of Development
Top of Lodi is pleased to introduce a proposed multi tenant business project (with potential for multi-unit marketrate residential units) located at 103 Pleasant Street, City of Lodi. The development will provide much needed
work space in the City for an array of businesses. A planned unit development (PUD) is desired to allow for the
preferred uses within an existing 60,000 square foot building that will not negatively impact the neighborhood it
resides in. While there are no end users at this time, this process and document will provide surety that the reuse
of the building and site will become an asset to the neighborhood.

Document Date: 12/29/2020
Document Contents:
1. A legal description of the entire tract of land included in the proposed development.
2. A statement indicating the changes to the grounds.
3. A statement describing the proposed development, including the character, method and
operation of the development and a development schedule or timetable for construction.
4. A statement as to the following data or graphic information referenced to a map or plan of the
proposed uses.
a. Building Plans and Standards.
b. Permitted Uses.
c. On-Site Parking.
d. Landscaping.
e. Exterior Lighting.
f. Exterior Signing.
1. Legal Descriptions (If Bunker Street is vacated by the City of Lodi, an amendment to this GDP/SIP will not be
required.)
103 Pleasant Street Legal Description (Parcel 11246 321): Outlots 18, 19 & 36, Revised & Consolidated
Plat of Lodi
and Legal Description (Parcel 11246 322): Outlot 20, Revised & Consolidated Plat of Lodi; also 1/2 vac
Woodlawn Ave between Bunker St and Pleasant St

2. Statement indicating applicant’s interest in the land included in the proposed development.
Top of Lodi LLC, the owner, is proposing an enterprise, multi tenant business center located at 103
Pleasant Street. Additionally, up to 8 multiple family, market rate & Senior units are possible.
3. Statement describing the proposed development, including character, method and operation of
development and a development schedule or timetable for construction.
Top of Lodi is proposing to repurpose the existing facility to a mix of desirable businesses and perhaps
non-profits, and community centric tenants. While it would be desirable to find one tenant for the entire
building, it is more likely that we will be useful to an array of smaller tenants. The project will have a
tenant target mix to include seniors, and veterans. The south side of the building will be updated to a
modern more acceptable exterior (see images below for potential themes). The building is sound and the
masonry is in excellent repair. The interior will likely be adjusted to suit the needs of new tenants. The
final exterior plans and improvements will be provided and reviewed as part of the Specific
Implementation Plan (SIP).
Potential Exterior Improvement Rendering (South elevation westernmost portion)

Potential South Façade Improvement Narrative: In an effort to change the look, we have divided the
area into 3 distinct portions to break up the massing. The center section is mainly glass, with an accent
portico and is intended to protrude about 10 inches from the two side faces. No decision as to the ‘color’
of the glass has been made. The two side sections are depicted as EIFS, either in the same color or slightly
different, but in some tone of beige. The wrought iron fencing is needed to protect people from falling off
the retaining walls. The planting scheme includes always greens and deciduous plantings with groupings
of flowering annuals and perennials. The existing trees will be preserved in an attractive way.
Other Potential Character Images for South façade improvements

Below is an anticipated development schedule for Top of Lodi:
January 2020: City of Lodi approval
Spring 2021: Potential tenants presented to plan commission along with SIP
Summer/Fall 2021: Inside building renovations to be made to tenant request
Spring 2020: Exterior renovations to begin

4. Statement to the following data or graphic information referenced to a map or plan of the proposed
development.
a. Building Plans and Standards. The building contains approximately 60,000 sq feet of space on Parcel
321. An approximate 475 square foot maintenance garage is on Lot 322. The building setbacks and
height restrictions will follow City of Lodi’s C-3 Zoning District, except a variance is requested for the
portion of the existing building that is within the 20-foot front setback. The developer will not encroach
further into this setback and will abide by the 20-foot front yard setback on the remainder of site should
the developer propose another structure through a General Development Plan (GDP) amendment.
Routine maintenance will continue as needed. Future building additions, new structures and/or
sale/division of land within the GDP boundary will require a GDP amendment.
The playground equipment in the north portion of Lot 321 will be removed.

b. Permitted Uses.
ꞏ Clubs & Associations & Amusement & Recreational Services
ꞏ Daycare Center (including Family & Adult & Children)
ꞏ Schools, Dance Studios & Halls
ꞏ Service Organizations
ꞏ Churches & Religious activities
ꞏ Civic Uses
ꞏ Essential service structures
ꞏ Parking & Parks
ꞏ Personal services
ꞏ Professional offices
ꞏ Retail trade
ꞏ Appliance repair (no exterior storage or repair outside of the building structure)
ꞏ Restaurant(s)
ꞏ Multiple Family Residences (up to 14 units per acre), but will require an amended Specific
Implementation Plan to further detail how the residential component will work within a business
center.

c. On-Site Parking & Driveways. The existing 40-space parking area will service the initial reuse of the
building – plus, 13 parallel on-street parking spaces available along the front of the building. When 50%
of the building is leased (or parking becomes a valid concern for the neighborhood), Top of Lodi, LLC
will expand the parking areas on Parcels 321 and 322 to provide 110 total spaces. This will require
removing existing fencing, asphalt sealcoating and marking parking spaces. Disabled parking will meet
local/state requirements as the parking facility expands. Exhibit C illustrate the ability to provide this
future parking count. Should parking continue to be an issue after the parking expansion project, the
developer will work with the City to implement strategies to mitigate this issue, including consideration
of additional parking on site.
Top of Lodi, LLC requests a new driveway access point, as shown in the Exhibit C, likely installed as a
part of the landscape buffer project (see Section 4d).
d. Landscaping. The grounds will be maintained in the current state. In the spring of 2020, we
completed the removal of brush and problem trees from the terrace overlooking Highway 113. We were
instructed by the city council that it is our responsibility to preserve the rock terrace walls. In the future,
we hope to control the brush and grow ‘cover’ for the slope. The grounds (lawns) will be maintained as
currently including attempting to maintain the slope facing Highway 113 with grass type ground cover
and try to discourage brush & trees from returning. There needs to be continuous maintenance of the
trees on the property, including removal of ‘volunteer’ growth which has gotten out of control.
As part of the exterior renovation, the south side trees will be trimmed and shaped, bushes will be added
along the building and the pipe and chain link fencing will be replaced with wrought iron fencing.
Top of Lodi, LLC will remove a minimum of five feet behind the curb along Pleasant Street on Parcel 322
to provide a landscaped terrace, inclusive of three canopy trees (minimum of 2.5” caliper). In total, this
new terrace will have 50% linear landscaping coverage (plants/trees/shrubs), at plant maturity. This
terrace will help to screen the parking and provide a more aesthetically appealing street frontage. This
improvement will be completed by July 1, 2022.
e. Exterior Lighting. The parking lot lighting, to be installed as needed, can include up to 8 fixtures on
up to 15-foot poles (as shown below), with ground facing, dark sky style illumination. Security system
installed as needed. The currently intended light fixture:
ꞏ has integrated solar panels on top of the unit to draw energy from sunlight during the day;
ꞏ automatically activates at night;
ꞏ brightens when its built-in motion sensor is activated;
ꞏ dims after a period of inactivity.
Final light locations and light specifications to be provided with the SIP submittal.
f. Exterior Signage. Signage plan includes five freestanding signs, as identified in Exhibits D and E. Sign
#1 and #3 will be up to 24 sq ft,, Sign #3 will be up to 42 square feet. Sign #4 and #5 will be on-site
directional permanent signage. Plus, the existing “Top of Lodi” wall sign. All permanent signs will
require a signage permit that meets the City’s Sign Ordinance, except this General Development Plan will
supersede any requirements in conflict.

Exhibit A: Parcels comprising Top of Lodi.

Exhibit B: Overhead map of neighborhood.

Exhibit C: Parking Lot Layout (110 spaces).

Exhibit D: Map of proposed signage

Exhibit E: Sign Concepts
Signs 1 & 3: One sign, up to 24 sq ft @ front stairway. 4' x
6' (posts may be reduced for Sign 1 dependent on location
on terrace)

Sign 2: Up to 42 sq ft, to list tenants of
the property. 6' x 7'.

Signs 4 & 5: Up to 4 sq ft, to direct people to tenant locations. 2' x 2'.
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Q1 - Name

Name

Josh & Monica Johnston

Dale Johnson

Laurie Johnson

Maureen & Ken Detmer

Adam & Maegan Monson

Curt & Bette Hossman

Marty & Susie Wimmer

Dave & Sandy Manke

Perry & Stacey Barrette

Mark Schaap

Becky McIntyre

Gerene Luedtke

Sue Quam

Steve Gabbei

Jim & Ellie Michel

Randy & Vicki Kearney

Duane Ballweg

Amy Brown

Elaine & Howard Plate

Q2 - Address

Address

508 Madison Ave., Lodi

512 Madison Ave., Lodi

512 Madison Ave., Lodi

221 Palmer Pkwy

225 Palmer Pkwy., Lodi

226 Palmer Pkwy, Lodi

230 Palmer Pkwy

228 Palmer Pkwy, Lodi

218 Palmer Pkwy., Lodi

220 Palmer Pkwy, Lodi

621 Madison Ave., Lodi

629 Madison Ave., Lodi

625 Madison Ave., Lodi

615 Madison Ave., Lodi

520 Woodlawn, Lodi

519 Woodlawn Ave., Lodi

524 Woodlawn

509 Madison Ave, Lodi

507 Woodlawn, Lodi

Q3 - Please tell us what entities you would feel comfortable having in the Top of Lodi
facility (check all that apply)

Multi-family
residentia units

Churches

Servie organizations

Business services
(advertising agency,
employment agency,
computer software
company, etc)
Professional oﬃces
(engineering,
architect, insurance
agency, etc)

Day-care center

bs and associations

Convenience Store

ersonal services (dry
eaning, beauty shop,
laundry, etc)

Repair Shops (i.e.,
misc. repair of
ousehold items and
smaller business
equipment

Restaurants

Retail trade (coﬀee
shop, gift shop, etc)

Artisan retreat
facility

Dance studio

B&B or Air B&B rental
space

Other ideas

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

#

Field

Choice Count

1

Multi-family residentia units

6.42% 7

2

Churches

7.34% 8

3

Servie organizations

8.26% 9

4

Business services (advertising agency, employment agency, computer software company, etc)

7.34% 8

5

Professional oﬃces (engineering, architect, insurance agency, etc)

6.42% 7

6

Day-care center

10.09% 11

7

Clubs and associations

11.01% 12

8

Convenience Store

0.00% 0

9

Personal services (dry cleaning, beauty shop, laundry, etc)

2.75% 3

10

Repair Shops (i.e., misc. repair of household items and smaller business equipment

1.83% 2

11

Restaurants

3.67% 4

12

Retail trade (coﬀee shop, gift shop, etc)

7.34% 8

13

Artisan retreat facility

5.50% 6

14

Dance studio

15

B&B or Air B&B rental space

16

Other ideas

10.09% 11
0.00% 0
11.93% 13
109

Showing rows 1 - 17 of 17

Q3_16_TEXT - Other ideas

Other ideas

Community/senior center, park space, youth programs. Also would NOT want repair shop for large vehicles or large machines

We would like to see the old school demolished and replaced by small, single-family or senior single-family homes.

Brewery, multi-use combo residential & business

Green space

Condos

Tear down & sell the lots

Senior & low income housing, Boys & Girls Club

Other ideas

Senior housing

Senior housing

Senior housing

Park! There are no parks for children on this side of town!

Community gardens, walking trails w/new park

Tear down & make natural trail or green space

Q4 - What hours of operation would you be comfortable with?

6 am-6 pm

6-10 pm

10 pm-6 am

0
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4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

Choice
Count

#

Field

1

6 am-6 pm

2

6-10 pm

5.56% 1

3

10 pm-6 am

0.00% 0

94.44% 17

18

Showing rows 1 - 4 of 4

Q5 - What are your biggest concerns about the development of Top of Lodi?

What are your biggest concerns about the development of Top of Lodi?

Traﬃc, noise, parking - the school frequently created issues on the 500 block of Madison Ave. with using private driveways as turnarounds and parking in
front of entrance to our houses, blocking entrances. Also, speeding!

Erosion caused by tree removal on the hill. Traﬃc.

Devaluing the surrounding area. Disturbances (excessive lighting, noise, and/or traﬃc).

It needs to be maintained to a standard of the neighborhood. There needs to be a presence so the building isn't vandalized. Stone walls are historic &
must be preserved and maintained. I wouldn't want whatever goes here to detract from downtown businesses. I don't want to see vacant storefronts
there.

Depending on the use of the property, we are concerned about decreased property values and increased traﬃc.

Keep up the grounds - aesthetically pleasing. No eye sore.

Keeping it aesthetically pleasing to the neighborhood

It will just sit and get into worse shape

Noise. Crime. Traﬃc.

Traﬃc and appearance and maintenance of building

Low income residential. Repair shops. Warehouse. Eyesore - lack of maintenance.

That it will remain an eye sore bringing no value to the town. We also worry that whatever may or may not go in there will bring down the value of our
home and neighborhood. Safety is a must! A poor choice yet again on the building will result in us leaving Lodi.

HUD or low rent housing. Drug halfway house or pardee housing

End of Report

